We present a general protocol for detecting whether a property holds in a distributed system, where the property is a member of a subclass of stable properties we call the locally stable properties. Our protocol is based on a decentralized method for constructing a maximal subset of the local states that are mutually consistent, which in turn is based on a weakened version pf vector time stamps. The structure of our protocol lends itself to refinement, and we demonstrate its utility by deriving some specialized property-detection protocols, including two previously-known protocols that are known to be efficient. Note that local events, send events, and/or receive events can be relevant, depending on how _ is formulated.
In this paper, we present a method to detect a subclass of stable properties. The method can be easily expressed as a decentralized protocol and can be customized for different properties in order to yield efficient specialpurpose protocols. We demonstrate its utility by using it to derive such protocols including two previously-known protocols that are known to be efficient.
2 Definitions 2.1 System Model .....
We consider an asynchronous distributed system consisting of a set of n nonfaulty processes P -{pl, P2,..., P,_}. Between any two processes Pi and pj there exist two unidirectional nonfaulty FIFO channels: C,,j from p_ to p3
and Cjd from pj to p_. These channels have unbounded delivery time, and processes communicate only by sending and receiving messages over these channels.
Processes execute events, which are partitioned into send events, receive events, and local events. We will denote the tth event executed by process t and the resulting local state a_. Thus, the execution of process pi p, as e i 2 t reflects the 1 a_ e i a_ ...).
Note that the state ai can be denoted (a°e i Note that local events, send events, and/or receive events can be relevant, depending on how _ is formulated.
Vector Clocks
Our protocol is based on a variant of vector clocks [Mat89] . In the usual definition of a vector clock V, each event ei has an n-component vector
The components of V(ei) are:
is the number of events that Pi has executed up to and including e_.
1Some authors define an invariant property to be one that is valid in all states of the system.
• V(el) [j] , j # i is the number of events pj has executed that causally t precede e i.
As an example, Figure 1 shows a space-time diagram of a two-process system with the events labeled by vector clocks.
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Locally Stable Properties
Our protocol will detect a subset of the stable properties More formally, let {_ be the set of all global states that the system can attain. For any Z E {_, define ZI_ to be the subset of Z that is referenced in the formulation of _, and given a set of processes .4 define V'A to be the subset of _] that consists of the states of the processes in A. We will call _ locally stable if it is stable and if it satisfies the following condition:
consider any Z E _ that satisfies _, and let A be the set of processes p, such thoughthe protocoleventuallydetects,I_in all cases, it detects_ "sooner" whenthe boundis zero.
Protocol

Basic Protocol
We first assume that a process po will determine whether the global state of the processes P = {Pl,. • Eachprocess p_ 6 P records ai and V_(e_) in buffer B_ upon executing a relevant event ei.
• Periodically, Po collects all of the buffers Bi and extracts from them the latest subcut {ai :Vj :
• P0 detects 4 if 4 holds on the latest subcut. 
Decentralization
In the above protocol, p0's role is to collect the local states, determine the latest subcut, and check if _ holds in this subcut. We can decentralize these steps by collecting the local states in a token. The resulting protocol is summarized in Figure 4 . Note that we have no a priori restriction on how many tokens there can be in the system at any time or on the order in which the token is passed, other than that it is passed in a fair manner. These decisions can be made when the protocol is applied to a particular problem.
If this protocol is initiated in a state in which • holds and after which no process executes a relevant event, then _ will be detected with no more than n token passes. However, if processes do execute relevant events after the protocol is initiated, then the initial detection may not be successful and the protocol must be restarted. If the number of relevant events that can be executed after _ holds is bounded by ,_, then detection can take up to an additional )_n token passes. For large ,_, our protocol could perform worse than a snapshot protocol.
In practice, however, we do not expect )_ to be large.
Termination Detection
We now instantiate the general protocol given above to obtain a protocol that detects termination in a distributed system. There are many variations of this property; the earliest that we know of is due to Dijkstra and Scholten [DS80] . The following definition is the same as that given
• Eachprocess p_ E P records a_ and V_(e_) in buffer B_ upon executing a relevant event ei.
• When pj receives a token:
• pj sets Dj to (B_.a, B_.V [j] ).
• For each Dk :k ¢j, Dk _ ±,pj
• pj determines if # holds on the state values in the token. forwards token to any pk such that Dk = t.
If not, pj We instantiate the general protocol given in Section 3.2 as follows.
Each process p_ maintains the foUowing local state variables:
• active_: Boolean = true if and only if p_ is active.
• This yieldsthe protocolgivenin [Mat87]as the channel counting protocol, which requires only n messages to detect termination once it holds, and which can be further refined into a protocol that is space-efficient. This is a good example of how our general protocol, which constructs consistent (sub)cuts explicitly, can be used to derive a much simpler protocol that constructs consistent cuts implicitly.
Deadlock Detection
k-out-of-m Deadlock
We now instantiate the general protocol given in Section 3 to obtain a protocol that detects k-out-of-m deadlock in a distributed system. This problem was first formulated and solved in [BT84] . In this formulation, a process can request k resources from a pool of m resources.
A process is either active or blocked, where an active process is one that is not waiting for any other process. Active processes may issue kout-of-m requests in the following way. When an active process Pi requires k processes to carry out some request, it sends request messages to each of the rn processes that can perform this action. Process pi then becomes blocked, and waits until the action requested is carried out by at least k of the m processes. A process can not send any further requests while blocked, but a process can receive request messages while blocked.
Only active processes can carry out a requested action. If a process P3 receives a request while active, it will either become blocked or carry out pi's requested action within finite time.
In the latter case, p_ will send a grant message to pi. When Pi receives k grant messages, it becomes active again. It then relinquishes the requests made to the rest of the processes to which it sent request messages by sending them relinquish messages. We assume that the recipient of a relinquish message acknowledges the message and that the sender of a relinquish message waits for all acknowledgements before sending another request message. By doing so, we guarantee that p_ can discard any grant messages received after the first k are received.
The state of a process pi relative to k-out-of-m deadlock consists of the number of grants needed for pi to become active and the current set of processes that p/ is waiting for. We capture this state by having each process keep track of the processes on which it is blocked and the number of grant messages that it has sent and received on each adjacent channel.
We instantiate the general protocol given in Section 3.2 as follows. Each process pi maintains the following local state variables:
• k_: Integer = the number of grant messages required for pz to become active (initially 0).
•
Integer array, g_senc_ [j] is the number of grant messages that pi has sent to pj (all are initially 0).
• Deadlock is determined by constructing and reducing the system waitsfor graph. This graph is constructed as follows:
• a waits-for edge is drawn from p_ to
That is, Pi is waiting for a resource from p_ and no grant message is in transit from pj to p_.
• the number of grants ni needed for pi to be unblocked is k, -IVj : We can improve this protocol by choosing the process to which the token is passed more carefully. Since we would like to detect deadlock as quickly as possible, the forwarding process should choose a process that is likely to add information leading to the detection of a deadlock. A reasonable choice is a process pj such that Dj = I and such that P1 is in wf_ for some D_ # .1_.
The full protocol is presented in Figure 5 . We assume that the process pi that generates the token does so because it suspects that it is involved in a deadlock; that is, wj_ is not empty. The protocol in Figure 6 can be easily generalized to detect detect anddeadlock (m-out-of-m requests), since a cycle in the waits-for graph is equivalent to deadlock in this case as well, The only change necessary is that when pj passes the token, it must replicate the token and pass a copy to each process in wfj. With and-deadlock, however, a process can execute a relevant event while deadlocked--a deadlocked process can receive a proper subset of the required grant messages, Thus, if the waits-for graph contains a dcycle, then even if tokens are generated by a deadlocked process and passed along cycles, such tokens may be dropped up to n-d times before the deadlock is detected. However, the protocol in Figure 7 can be effectively run in parallel by having pj send (g_sendj [u] , k) to all the processes u E wfj in which case a token passed along a cycle will not be dropped. 
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